We propose a new GaAs DCFL using an H.lFs{lJriver/lunSFET-load lnverter, where a twice larger logic swing than that in the conventional MESFET DCFL has been obtained. The new inverter consists of the HJFET driver and the MESFET load which are formed on a single MBE-grown active layer.
inverter.
FET is generally built-in voltage accompanying fol- (1) (2) $f. Introduction
GaAs LSIrs have recently attracted much inter_ est with respect to very high speed applications.
GaAs LSIrs were first initiated by circuit config_ ulations using normal_ly-on FET's.
For larger scale integration, the direct coupled FET iogic (DCFL) using normally-off FETrs is desired because of its low dissipation power and simple circuitry. The DCFL, however, possesses inherent drawback that the logic swing is limited to such a small values as about 0.7 V which corresponds to the built-in voltage of the Schottky-junction. Figure 2 where we may find allowable ranges for NO and a. Constants used for the calculation are listed in Table 1 ' $4. Fabrication According to the above design consideration' the carrier concentration NO and the thickness a of the epitaxial layer were determined to be 1 x 1017 .*-3 and o.13 pm for the experimental device' Figure 3 shows major steps of the fabrication processes for the new HJFET/MESFET inverter'
Step 1 ; four layers were successively grown by MBE on a LEC-grown undoped semi-insulating substrate, z 2.O ,rm thick undoped GaAs buffer lay--^L7 -3\ €f, a 0. 
The threshold voltage of a normally-on MESFET UTl, i" negative and that of a normally-off H'IFET UTn i" positive, so that we have Step 2 ; the active region of the FET the normally-off DC transfer characteristics of the new inverter is shown in Figure 7 , comparing with that of the conventional MESFET inverter with the same geometry; W/L = 40 pm/Z;rm for the driver, W/L = LO pn/Z pm for the load.
As can be seen in this figure, the logic swing of the new inverter is about L.4 V which is almost twice larger than that of the conventional MESFET inverter' It is noteworthy that current drive capability of the HJFET is larger than that of a MESFET in terms of the maximum drain to source current IO 
